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Association for Supervision & Curriculum Development. Paperback. Book Condition: New.
Paperback. 119 pages. Dimensions: 10.9in. x 8.4in. x 0.6in.What we call motivation in school is really
a decision students make to invest in our classrooms. It s our responsibility to show students the
value of investment and guide them toward behaviors that will support learning. In this guide,
Robyn R. Jackson takes you step by step through the process of motivating reluctant learners what
great teachers do instead of relying on elaborate rewards systems or creative tricks to reach
students who actively or passively resist investing themselves in the classroom. Here, you ll learn
how to Identify the classroom investments to ask for by considering the motivated behaviors you
most want to see and ensuring that what you re asking for is specific, meaningful, observable,
realistic, worth the effort, and small. Create a classroom worth investing in by removing
demotivating practice- and procedure-based barriers and giving students more opportunities for
autonomy. Understand and address students resistance and respond with instructional strategies
that minimize perceived risk and maximize immediate benefits. Ask for and shape an investment by
reaching out to students in a nonconfrontational way and providing a clear path toward...
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Reviews
This pdf is so gripping and exciting. I actually have go through and that i am confident that i will going to read once again once more in the future. I
discovered this publication from my dad and i advised this ebook to discover.
-- Mr . Elwin McGlynn Jr .
This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very fun to read. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom You will not
truly feel monotony at anytime of the time (that's what catalogues are for about in the event you check with me).
-- Ma r lin B er g str om
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